Abstract— Facial expressions are the important and successful requirement in image analysis in the field of image processing. Facial expressions are mainly based on mouth and eye for analyzing and recognizing the human mood. Many segmentation techniques are available for to analyze and recognize the facial expressions based on human mood. The main aim of facial expressions is to recognize the facial features such as mouth and eye from an given input facial image. Mouth and eye are extracted by applying the appropriate threshold value to the given image by using statistical features such as operations like right array division and right array multiplication. Experiments are carried out on Japanese Female Facial Expressions (JAFFE) a facial expression database [11] and in terms of accuracy we obtained better performance in our proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In everyone’s daily lifeline, in so many times we may frequently change their face depends upon situations. These changes can we seen in their own faces are called “Facial Expressions”. So the Facial expressions are important features of every human being. By seeing changes in everyone’s face, we can understand a lot to express our words or phrases. Hence a facial expression plays a vital role in everyday’s life to understand the emotions of every human being.

Therefore facial expressions are really the most powerful and natural means for every human being to communicate and share their feelings, emotions and also their intentions. These expressions carry some information about mental status, emotional and also physical states of communication between the human beings to make their conversations. Finally we can say that a facial expression contains key features to express our emotions based on situations occurs and it plays a crucial role for non-verbal communication.

Human brain can recognize facial expression just by facial shape features. Shape features have some characteristics they are, the dimension of feature vector is small and the computational complexity of training and recognizing is low. From last 20 years the facial expression recognition was primarily a research subject for computer science [1].

Facial Expressions can be represented through Video, Pictures, Facial characteristic points, Smiley, Cartoons and Active Action Units. To develop facial expression recognition system, it is important to realize that there are many possibilities exist to represent a facial expression [2].
In different areas like attention level estimation, data-driven animation and human-robot interaction, an Automatic facial expression analysis can be used. Automatic facial expression recognition has become a significant research due to its potential applications in recent years. It consists of three major steps: face detection, facial feature representation and extraction, and classification. However, recognizing facial expression automatically and accurately remains difficult due to the variability and complexity of human faces as well as facial expressions [3].

Humans can easily recognize facial expressions without any effort or delay, but facial recognition by a machine is still a challenge. Some of its challenges are highly dynamic in their Orientation, lightening, scale, facial expression and occlusion. Facial expression recognition can be used in applications in the fields like data privacy, user authentication, information security, identification of person and video surveillance etc [4].

Human face detection system based on neural networks and skin color segmentation consists of several stages. First, the system searches for the regions where faces might exist by using skin color information and forms a so-called skin map. After removing noise and applying some morphological operations on the skin map, it utilizes the aspect ratio of a face to find out possible face blocks, and then eye detection is carried out within each possible face block if an eye pair is detected in a possible face block, a region is cropped according to the location of the two eye, which is called a face candidate; otherwise it is regarded as a non-face block. Finally, by a 3-layer back-propagation neural network, each of the face candidates is verified [5].

Principal Component Analysis and Eigen faces are used for face recognition on real time application. Here, Weights are calculated by difference between given facial image and mean image, this is obtained by taking average of set of predefined faces. The training set is a cluster of facial images, from this mean face is going to be calculated. By placing linearly projecting the Image to a low dimensional space of an image, recognition of facial image exists and taking difference of weights by Eigen vectors set. The given image is recognized as a known face if the weights are below some threshold. If this condition does not hold then the facial image is recognized as a unknown face [6].

Facial Expression Detection process involves three stages pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. Firstly a series of pre-processing tasks such as, skin color segmentation and edge detection are done. After completion of pre-processing stage, the next stage is feature extraction. To extract the features of eye and lip ellipse characteristics. Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (ICA) is used. Finally in the third stage with using features obtained on optimal ellipse eye and lip, emotion of a person has classified [7].

Based on the mouth feature, human facial expressions are recognized using Susan edge detector. Mouth feature is separated, when the face part is segmented from the face image, and for the determination of facial expressions such as surprise, neutral, sad and happy, potential geometrical features are used [9].

The facial expression information is mostly concentrate on facial expression information regions such as mouth, eye and eyebrow regions areas are segmented from the facial expression images. Using these templates, calculating facial characteristics points (FCP’s), then define 30 facial characteristic points to describe the position and shape of the above three organs to find diverse parameters which are input to the decision tree for recognizing different facial expressions [10].

Experiments are carried out on JAFFE facial expression Segmentation is very important to image retrieval process. Good segmentation technique depends on both the shape feature and the layout feature. Discontinuity and Similarity are one of the two basic properties of intensity values that Image segmentation algorithms are generally based on. In the first category, the approach is to partition an image based on abrupt changes in intensity, such as edges in an image database The principal approaches in the second category are based on partitioning an image into regions that are similar according to a set of predefined criteria. Region growing, thresholding, Region splitting and Merging are examples of such methods in this category. The objective of Region based segmentation is to partition an image into regions [12].

In this paper, we mainly concentrated on detection of eye and mouth. Using right array multiplication of major axis length and minor axis length, the detection of eye has been calculated i.e. detection of upper part of the face like eye. Using right array division of major axis length by minor axis length, the detection of mouth has been calculated, which means lower part of the face like mouth.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Data collection, Proposed Methodology, Conclusion and Future Enhancement.

II. DATA COLLECTION

For experimentation purpose Data is collected from the JAFFE database (Japanese Female Facial Expression Database) [11]. The JAFFE database consists of 213 images of 7 facial expressions, which includes six basic facial expressions including neutral these facial expressions are posed by ten different Japanese female models. Sixty Japanese subjects have rated each image on six emotion adjectives.

The Japanese female photos were taken at the psychology department in Kyushu University. Database contains images of various facial expressions such as Angry, Fear, Disgust, Happy, sad, Neutral and Surprise. In this database, we have taken three expressions such as Anger, Disgust and Neutral are shown in below Fig 1.

![Angry, Disgust, Neutral](image.png)

Fig 1. Sample Images of Japanese Female Facial Expressions Database (JAFFE database)
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Below figure 2 illustrates a block diagram of our proposed method.

![Proposed block diagram for Facial Expression Recognition by Segmentation.](image)

In this paper, JAFFE [11] database contains 213 images; each image has size 256X256. Using this database we proposed a segmentation of facial expressions using MATLABR 2013a with GUI. Our proposed system of GUI design is created by making use of its Pushbutton and Axes, as shown in below fig 3.1.

![GUI design for segmentation of facial features](image)

Fig 3.1. GUI design for segmentation of facial features

JAFFE database Images are taken as input. When we clicked on open image pushbutton, the images are loaded which as shown in below fig 3.2.

![Loading Facial Input Images.](image)

Fig 3.2 Loading Facial Input Images.
These images are needed to undergo pre-processed stage. Different filters are there from which we have used suitable filter, this filter is applied to the original image and then converted into the binary image, when we clicked on binary conversion of image push button, the binary images are obtained for corresponding input facial images which is shown in below fig 3.3.

![Fig 3.3. Binary conversion of Facial Input Images.](image)

After applying morphological operations on the binary image, resulted that each clustered group of pixels can be identified at single region, so that each region can be further analyzed to determine whether it is a face region or not. That is instead of 1 and 0; each region is labeled as 1, 2, 3 and so on. Pixels with 0 values are unchanged. When we clicked on image with centroid and pixel values push button, the image with centroid displays as shown in below fig 3.4.

![Fig 3.4. Facial Image displaying its pixel values and centroid](image)

From the face region, regions of eye and mouth are extracted. Next, the method searches for each outline of the extracted regions and finds feature points of each region on the outline. Below figures 3.5 and 3.6 shows that eye and mouth are the most critical areas of the face for determining facial expressions.

The upper right part of facial image i.e. eye, plots discriminant vector component magnitude averaged over all frequencies locations and expressions as a function of spatial orientation.

When we clicked on Eye segmentation push button, which displays only eye part of the corresponding facial image with bounding box for eye, as shown in below fig 3.5.

![Fig 3.5. Segmentation of Eye with bounding box](image)

The lower part of facial image i.e. mouth, plots discriminant vector component magnitude averaged over orientation, location and expression as function of spatial frequency. First height, width, orientation, ratio of major axis
and minor axis and centroid of binary region under consideration has to be computed.

Below fig 3.6 shows only mouth part of corresponding facial image with bounding box, when we clicked on mouth segmentation push button.

![Segmentation of Mouth with bounding box](image)

Fig 3.6. Segmentation of Mouth with bounding box

After obtaining segmentation of both eye and mouth from the facial image, when we clicked on Clear all push button, all push buttons and axes of GUI design will clears as shown in below fig 3.7.

![GUI design to clears all push button and axes](image)

Fig 3.7. GUI design to clears all push button and axes

Facial Image is partitioned into two regions i.e. upper and lower part on the basis of binary converted image. Assuming the fact that lower portion eye are present in the upper part of the face and higher portion mouth are present in the lower part of the face. Smaller segments within the region are eliminated by applying appropriate threshold value -10 to 10 using the below equation 1.

\[
g(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } f(x, y) \geq T \\ 0 & \text{if } f(x, y) \leq T \end{cases}
\]

if \( g(x, y) \) is a thresholded version of \( f(x, y) \) at some global threshold \( T \).

A) If a portion is a lower portion of face, if its value is greater than \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates of center of the image then assumed that in this area mouth is present. Certain threshold values of \( x \) and \( y \) is considered for eliminating segments for portion of mouth. In lower portion of face, mouth detection is provided by ratio of right array division of major axis length by minor axis length is maximum.
The structure major axis and minor axis of an ellipse is illustrated in below fig 3.8 (a).

![Diagram of ellipse with major and minor axes](image)

**Fig 3.8. Structure of major axis and minor axis of an ellipse**

In the above figure3.8 (b) the length of the major axis is given by the formula,

\[ \text{Major axis} = a + b \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( a \) and \( b \) are the distances from each focus to any point on the ellipse.

Similarly the length of minor axis is given by the formula,

\[ \text{Minor axis} = \sqrt{(a + b)^2 - f^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where \( f \) is the distance between foci, \( a \) and \( b \) are the distances from each focus to any point on the ellipse.

Using the above equations 2 and 3, the detection of mouth has been calculated by using right array division of major axis length by minor axis length, which is as shown in the above fig 3.6.

B) If a portion is a upper portion of face, if its value is less than x and y coordinates of center of the image then assumed that in this area eye is present. Certain threshold values of x and y is considered for eliminating segments for portion of eye. In upper portion of face, eye detection is provided by ratio of right array multiplication of major axis length by minor axis length is maximum, using the above equations segmentation part of eye as shown in the above fig 3.5.

This overall process is repeated until we get the segmentation of both eye and mouth for each facial image. Experimental results are shown in the above Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6.Performance analysis of our proposed method with respect to JAFFE database is tabulated in the Table1. Compared to detection of eye, mouth is well detected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Type of Gesture</th>
<th>No. Of input image</th>
<th>Detected Mouth</th>
<th>% of mouth detection</th>
<th>Detected Eye</th>
<th>% of eye detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

In this paper, segmentation of eye and mouth of human face with bounding box including three facial expressions of JAFFE database has been proposed, as a pre-processing step for facial expression recognition. In future work, we will concentrate on remaining four types of facial expressions recognition and also concentrating on Indian facial expression recognition. Analysis of eye and mouth is as shown in below bar chart figures 3.9 and 3.10.

![Fig 3.9 Plot of experimental results of mouth](image)

![Fig 3.10 Plot of experimental results of Eye](image)
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